The Saint Mary's Board of Governance met last night to discuss various matters of business, but in addition, Mary Laverty was present to report on their efficiency as a governing body.

Laverty, director of Student Activities, recently returned from a leadership workshop at Southern Illinois University in Carbondale. Illinois Fifteen schools were involved in the workshop; Laverty brings the sole representative from Saint Mary's. She was received by the other participating schools with a standing ovation due to the high standing of the college.

In the process of explaining Cooperative Programming to the other colleges, which includes such functions as March Gras, Orientation, the move series and class format, Laverty sold the SMC program unique in that none of the other schools had heard of it before. In comparison with other schools, Laverty happily reported that Saint Mary's has outstanding activities, both entertaining as well as developmental. However, she did say they were not quite as diverse as some other schools. A future suggestion which she offered to the board, as to begin the utilization of block booking. Block booking would make the arrival of varied speakers and events more feasible because the expenditures would be shared by various charge. Complaints were aired as usual about the need for the method of notifying the students when it had to be paid. One of the Board officers pointed out that the charge is mentioned in the student handbook. No immediate decision was reached at meeting.

Another proposal involved the separate election of class and hall officers, thereby assuring capable and productive people of a better chance to be involved.

The discussion involved to the suggestion of possible activities for the school charity. Ideas include bingo games, raffles, concerts, a dance marathon, a sports marathon, a talent show, a costume dance party and some type of faculty-student sports activity. Food sales were also suggested but discouraged, where Laverty pointed out that a local vending machine company has the exclusive right of food sales at Saint Mary's. According to Laverty, the school does receive a small commission on the sales and if that was lost, the possibility of increased tuition might arise.

Announcements were made concerning the Christmas Bazaar, the Catholic Action League, the Hallmark Card Company and a jewelry store will be participating, as well as various art students, who are creating some of the sales items.

The final discussion of the meeting concerned the $10 refrigerators available at various other schools. The Board discussed possibilities of holding student government elections earlier in the semester so as to avoid some type of co-working for the newly-elected members before taking office. However, no conclusions were reached at meeting.

In Fisher mishap

Student suffers casualty

by Rob Powers

Staff Reporter

A Fisher Hall student suffered severe bleeding last Thursday night after being run against and breaking a window in a hallway while chasing a car.

Other students in his section of the building were unaware, according to Fisher RA Mike Natalie. Natalie said he had clearly told the security dispatcher, "We need an ambulance, they want to see their fourth floor of Fisher is bleeding badly." The student then applied pressure with towels to stop the bleeding and was directed down the hall and side. They then accompanied the student down the elevator to the loading dock at the rear of the first floor, where they waited for the ambulance and continued to apply pressure on the wounds. He described the student as "calm and efficient."

A pickup truck belonging to Security passed behind Fisher Hall about two minutes later, according to Natalie. Some of the students waved the truck down and the driver stopped. Natalie, thinking that a mistake was made and that the security people have a medical team as part of their training, went down the hall and side. Natalie said he had seen the victim and he had been bleeding profusely.

Right to ten minutes after the accident, Natalie said security's "Car 1" was out and the-security officer was inside Fisher instead of Fisher instead of Fisher. He had walked up the fourth floor, and upon finding no one, realized his mistake, and drove to the back of Fisher.

Two friends accompanied the injured student in the back of the station wagon to St. Joseph Hospital. Although it has been delayed, he will still have to undergo further surgery and a tendon. Surgery has already been successfully performed on the veins and arteries, and his arm is in good condition. He will be able to resume his classes.

Ford said that security's delay was of no consequence. Security desk dispatcher Jack Monfard said he received six or seven calls between 10:20 and 10:40 p.m. on Thursday night from Fisher students concerning a student who was cut with glass. But there was no urgency to a '9-1-1-ambulance,'" he said.

"If it were a question indicated it was extremely serious, we would have called the ambulance," Monfard commented.

According to Director of Security Joseph Wall, Car 1 was dispatched to Fisher at 10:20 p.m., reached the scene and then was directed to the St. Joseph Hospital Emergency Room at 10:38 p.m. Liz Gilliesic, a third class security patrolman who is certified in first aid, was in the office at the time of the calls. When one of the callers asked to have her treated, he asked her how to treat the student's injured leg, although the leg was not affected.

Gilliesie described that student as "hypertensive and making no sense." In the middle of her report, one of the callers wanted to know if the security personnel had discovered that the security dispatcher did not have access to a '9-1-1-ambulance.'

Director Wall said that he did not make an attempt to train the security staff in emergency medical procedures, he said he has already trained them in basic techniques such as first aid kits.

Gilliesie said that students should continue to call for ambulances through the security office, so that security can be sure the ambulance will get to the right place on campus.

HUD denies ND loan for women's dorm

by Diane Carey

The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has denied a $2.5 million loan to Notre Dame for a women's dorm. The university had requested the loan to supplement a donation to build a women's gym.

Brother Kieran Ryan, assistant vice president of Business Affairs, said HUD's refusal to supply the loan was "a matter of HUD not having the funds available in their fund pool."

Ryan pointed out that each HUD loan is a part of its large housing project, collects money on loan repayment and pays for rehabilitation and building new housing.

This year HUD budgeted $111 million and allocated $50 million for construction at the local colleges and universities throughout the country. Notre Dame requested the maximum loan of $5 million.

"Last year we got a loan of $1,000,000 to rehabilitate our heat- ing system," Ryan noted. "It was very unlikely we would get another loan the following year."

We still do want to have a donor...

The Observer

Regina Pratt and Dave Ellison are featured in "You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown!" to be presented Nov. 9-12 at Washington Hall. (Photo by Ron Soot)
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FBI arrests heist suspect

NEW YORK [AP]-The stock market turned downward in the slowing trading in four weeks yesterday, giving way again to concern over high and still-rising interest rates. The Dow Jones average of 30 industrial stock had staged a 17-point recovery last week after falling 100 points in late October, dropped back 8.35 to 1,814.88. New York Stock Exchange volume came to just 20.45 million shares down from 25.99 million Friday and the lightest total since a 19.72 million-share day on Oct. 9.

Center selects ND professor

LOS ANGELES [AP]-The FBI arrested Stanley Mark Rifkin, a computer expert, early yesterday on charges that he masterminded a sophisticated theft of $12 million from a bank, then used the money to buy diamonds from the Soviet government. Rifkin, 32, was arrested just after midnight at an apartment near the town of Carlsbad, north of San Diego, said Roger S. Young, FBI agent in charge of the San Diego bureau. He said Rifkin had $12,000 in cash and a cache of diamonds worth $13 million on the retail market.

Ten students train for SB Hotline

Ten Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s students have completed a training program, offered last Saturday and Sunday, by the South Bend (Ind.) Hotline agency. Kim Welch, director of the Crisis Center, described the training as necessary in developing listening skills and applying them to address such problems as child abuse, battered wives, and suicide.

Howard loses sign

Wilson Miller

The large sign reading “Howard—Population 165,” long a fixture of the South Quad dorm, was stolen Friday afternoon, Oct. 27, from the last day of the break. The sign, which was anchored to the wall above the front entrance, was placed there about 18 years ago, according to Howard Hall President Professor Jack Kelly.

“It’s not too much the price of the sign that bothers us, but the fact that they were able to take an identity—that’s the worst crime,” Kelly said.

According to the dorm president, the sign was stolen either late Friday night or early Saturday morning. “They probably needed a ladder to reach it,” he said, adding that to the best of his knowledge the sign was attached to the building with screws.

In addition to the metal sign, the entire sign back.”

President, Mike Kelly.

In addition to the Howard thefts, Pangborn and Badin Halls also reported incidents of missing dorm fixtures.

Jose Morrero, president of Pangborn Hall, told the Observer that a large flag with the dorm’s symbol emblazoned on it had been stolen earlier in the year.

According to Morrero, the flag was worth approximately $90. “At first we had a couple of people who thought they had clues as to who did it, but nothing materialized from that and we’re still hoping that somehow it might turn up.” Morrero also said that a three-foot tall papier-mache elephant had been stolen from the lawn in front of the hall over Homecoming weekend. “We found half of it strung from a window on the front side of Howard,” he said.

“We figured if someone stole it (the flag) for ransom or something, they would have let us know by now. Like Fisher and Pangborn for example; we don’t really have a big rivalry with them or any one else in particular, so we can’t pinpoint any one hall.” Morrero commented.

Over the Homecoming weekend, some items were also stolen from Badin Hall, according to dorm president Ellen Dorsey.

“The Friday night before the game, between midnight and one, someone ripped down our large signs that was made out of sheets and stole a cardboard panther,” Dorsey said. In addition to the sign and the panther, a cardboard leprechaun was also reported taken. “At the game the next day, I saw some guy holding the field with our panther. We just really didn’t know where to look.” Dorsey said.

Vote today

For

Democrat County Commissioner

Larrison

March

Taxing chili & Fun \#169; 100 Center

Mashawaka, Indiana 46544

10% off with student ID

219-256-1314

mudcats

need posters in a hurry?

In your neighborhood? Get Mudcats info. Free! Use the printing that’s 100 - 11 x 17 inches.

$10.00

203 n. main

Selling posters?

Dow ney to the front office.

B R I N G  F R I E N D S !

For the committee to re-elect Richard Larrison, Stain Dunaki, Chairman.
Following is a list of Saint Mary's courses examining issues in justice, economics and ecology and some of the topics included.

**Biology**
BIO 104 Biology and Human Values 5MWF and 2MWF. J. Forster 4 credits

The course deals with the social implications of biological problems. Food, ecology, environment and resource usage are some of the topics included.

**English**
ENST 303 Perspectives on Women 4MWF and 2MWF. Sokolowski 3 credits

The course raises questions through the analysis of various interdisciplinary exploration and uses this material to examine the literature. The course seeks to examine the portrayal of women in literature and various attitudes found.

**Government**
Govt 151 Contemporary Political Issues 6MWF, 5THR C. Hartzler and T. Mardy 3 credits

An analysis of selected national and international political issues of the contemporary world.

Govt 200 International Politics 4MWF T. Mardy 3 credits

A study of the sources, application, regulation of power in world politics.

**History**
Hist 315 America Comes of Age 2TT4 J. Detzel

The emergence of the U.S. as an industrial giant and international power is studied. Urbanization, economic maturity, progressivism, World War I and the 1920's are considered in a political, economic and social framework.

Hist 342 World in 20th Century 4MWF A. Black

The two World Wars and subsequent efforts at achieving a just peace; the rise of the dictators; colonialism and its decline in Asia and Africa; the Cold War; and the U.S. as world power are considered in this course.

Hist 453 Middle East 1TT3 R. Cassidy

The Ottoman Empire in the 19th and 20th centuries; the emergence of Middle Eastern states—Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Jordan, and Egypt are studied.

**Humanistic Studies**
Hum 300 Catholic Vision: Christ and World 5MWF 2 credits
Schneller/McDonnell/Mells 3 credits

Christian implications of the modern world from a philosophical, theological, and humanistic point of view.

Hum 462 Revolution and World Conflict 5MWF B. Schlesinger

World ascendency of Western culture is studied with topics focused on nationalism, liberalism, socialism, the rise of democracy, totalitarianism, and the nuclear age.

**Philosophy**
Phil 242 Business Ethics 1MWF W. Hawk

The purpose of this course is to develop skills for recognizing the moral issues which normally arise in the context of business—individual and corporate responsibility; self interest versus social responsibility; justice; hiring practices; whistle blowing; and duties to the natural environment.

Psych 209 Dehumanizing Forces in Society 3TT5 J. Miller 1 credit

A study of the forces in modern society which threaten human dignity and integrity. The effects of this dehumanization are studied from both a psychological and sociological perspective.

**Religious Studies**
RST 235 Christianity and the Moral Life 9TT1 and 1TT3 Fr. E. Krause

An introductory study of the meaning of Christian morality and personal integrity. A general overview of Christian moral theory will be presented. The theory will then be studied in application to various problem areas, such as truth telling, responsible citizenship, and sexual morality.

The Third World Film Festival will be shown tonight and tomorrow night at 6:30 p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium. AIESEC, the French acronym for Student International Business Club, will conduct "seminars" on documentaries next Monday in the Engineer- audiorium. Pat Bryski, AIESEC Vice President of Operations.

"Century of Revolution," a three-part history of China since 1800, is a black and white film narrated by Theodore H. White. "The Barefoot Doctors of Rural China," winner of the best educa- tional film of 1975, will be shown at 8:05 and 10:50 p.m. This documen- tary was filmed entirely in the People's Republic of China. It examines China's efforts to provide adequate health care services for its agrarian population of over 600,000,000 people.

The film focuses on the training and activities of the "barefoot doctors" and their "walk on two legs" policy of combining both western and Chinese medical techniques.

"Global Awareness Seminar" will be conducted by Bryski. "These two documentaries will help to create an understanding of continued on page 6"

Halls seek blood donors

Residents of Keenan and Moris- ssey halls are asked to volunteer to give blood. The sign ups are taking place this week. For further information, see Tom Golubich 3360 in Keenan, and Ed Loughery 3444 in Morrissey. Those in Lyons and Breen-Philips halls who signed up are reminded to give blood this week. Thank you for your support.

Hair Styling

Hair Styling

SpEd 395 Black Theatre in America 1TT3 M. Coiner

The history of stage production from minstrel shows to the New Lafayette Theatre, with a consid- eration of the emergence of black and about black people in America.

**Sociology**
Soc 353 American Minorities 9TT1 C. McKelvey

An investigation of lifestyles, cultural values and attitudes with primary focus upon Afro-Ameri- cans and European immigrants. Majority-minority relations in the U.S. dealing with Mexican-Ameri- cans and African Americans will also be viewed.

Soc 362 Social Gerontology 9MWF B. B. E. Peet

The study of old age including the social, emotional, physical and economic aspects of the aging process. Includes the study of the scope and effectiveness of pro- grams which are intended to serve senior citizens.

A mandatory meeting for all Observer reporters at the Observer office tonight at 7 pm. Newcomers welcome!
Through Legal Services:

Law students offer aid

by John McDermott

The purpose of Student Legal Services, according to Fritz Hanselmann, "is for the law student to put into practice what he learns in the classroom." But for the 10 second- and third-year law students who volunteer their time for this service, finding enough work to keep them busy has been a problem this year. "No one knew we existed," Hanselmann said.

"Up until a week ago, we only had 14 cases referred to us," Hanselmann, one of 10 interns with the service, said. But things are beginning to pick up. This increase in caseloads is primarily due to the addition of Prof. Richard Hunter. Hunter, who replaced Peter Broccoli last week as one of the two supervising attorneys, brought with him 40 cases which were two supervising attorneys, brought with him 40 cases which were

addition of Prof. Richard Hunter. Hunter, who replaced Peter Broccoli last week as one of the two supervising attorneys, brought with him 40 cases which were

involvement. If they work for four hours a week, they get one credit. "People knew about Rich but they didn't know about us," Hanselmann said.

"The writing of wills for students who volunteer their time for this service, based in the Law School basement, has been in existence for almost 20 years but has never been fully utilized by the students. The 10 law students, called interns, who volunteer their time, are given class credit for their involvement. If they work for four hours a week, they get one credit. If they work for eight hours, they get two credits. "No pay is involved," according to Clyde McFarland, intern coordinator. "We never have to pay for compensation cases... where compensation

has never been sent to rectors informing them of the services available to the students in their halls. "The writing of wills for students is also a possibility for the future," Hanselmann said.

"Funded by the University, both Kearney and Hanselmann stressed that "all students, faculty, and staff are encouraged to seek our help. That's what we're here for."

Philadelphia club sponsors films home over break

The money for flights leaving for Phila. on Dec. 19, 20 and 21 will be collected today at 7:30 in the Lewis Hall Rec room. Each flight leaves at 5:45 p.m. and the fare is $108 for members who have paid $3 dues to join the club. Final arrangements must be completed by the end of the week, so the money must be in as soon as notification of day to be scheduled.

Any questions or problems, call Maria (3433) or Mike (1626).

COUNSELING AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER, ST. MARY'S COLLEGE
ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING

Nov. 13 (Mon.)
NCR Corporate Sales Training
All Majors

Nov. 14 (Tues.)
* Firestone Sales/Management Education Bus

Nov. 15 (Wed.)
Babson College MBA Program
All Majors

Nov. 15 (Wed.)
Gonto Retail Management
All Majors

Nov. 15 (Wed.)
Roosevelt Lawyer Assistant Program
Lawyer Assistant
All Majors

Nov. 15 (Wed.)
Pacific Intermountain Express
Unemployment

Nov. 16 (Thurs.)
Frontier Apostolate Lay Volunteer Positions
All Majors

Nov. 17 (Fri.)
Frontier Apostolate Lay Volunteer Positions
All Majors

Howard Hall presents

Beethoven Lives a concert by
Patrick Maloney
Deborah Davis
William Cerny

of the Notre Dame Music Faculty

Tuesday, Nov. 7
7:00pm

in Howard Hall

Monday seminar to focus on film documentaries

[continued from page 3]
China's contemporary issues as related to its history," the AIESEC vice president said.

The panelists for the AIESEC seminar will include Dr. John Thorp, assistant professor of Sociology and Anthropology, Father David Burrell, professor of Philosophy and Theology, and Dr. Yu-Chi Chang, professor of Management. According to Bryski, members of the International Student Organization and Notre Dame students will also participate on the panel.

The Third World Film festival is co-sponsored by student government and the Center for Experiential Learning.

Tom Ludlam, director of promotions for the festival, says, "we have averaged 100 people at each showing of the films, so far. We encourage students to attend the last documentaries."
John Denver is a very special and unique individual. He is a man who has touched the hearts of millions, with his music and his work. He is an artist who has dedicated his life to helping others, and his message of hope and peace is truly inspiring.

Denver is a musician who has been able to convey deep emotions through his music. His songs are filled with messages of love, hope, and compassion, and they have the power to touch the hearts of people all over the world. He is a true artist who has been able to make a difference in the world through his music.

Denver is also a dedicated environmentalist, and he has used his platform to raise awareness about the importance of protecting our planet. He has been an advocate for the environment for many years, and his work has helped to inspire many people to take action to protect the earth.

Denver's music is not just about entertainment; it is about a deeper message. His songs are filled with hope and inspiration, and they have the power to lift people up when they are feeling down. He is a true artist who has been able to make a difference in the world through his music, and his legacy will continue to inspire people for generations to come.

I believe that John Denver's music and his message of hope and love will continue to have a positive impact on the world. His music will continue to inspire people to be kind, to care for one another, and to make the world a better place. John Denver will always be remembered as a musician who had a true passion for life, and his spirit will continue to live on through his music. I am grateful to have had the opportunity to see him perform, and I will always cherish the memories of his music and his message.
null
FOUND: A pair of brown-rimmed glasses between 4:30 and 5:30 pm. 

NEEDED: 
- Two GA tickets for Tennessee. Call 2126 and identify. 
- A Ford Pinto wagon; faculty member needs it. 
- A college student needs to have 2 GA tickets for Tennessee. Bill 272-1467.

WANTED: 1 pair of leather glasses case. Call Tim 2126.

If you are lost and lonely come to College Career Days '78, November 7, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at College to Career Days '78, November 7, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Sorry this is late but...you were my lovely presences Sunday nite - Thanx eternally. See you next Sunday? I'm mad at you for not coming by. No editorials Sunday nite...too bad - 1 scoop. Why do you always do Sports Layout this week? (Ah, your lovely presences Sunday nite - Thanx eternally. See you next Sunday?) I'm mad at you for not coming by - 5 scoops.

WANT: 2 GA tickets for Tennessee on November 18th. See you next Sunday? I'm mad at you for not coming by - 5 scoops.

Happy Birthday Steve Odland, Life Fortune Student Center, Notre Dame, 46556.

The News, featuring a lighter atmosphere, close to campus, good tips. I need GA Tennessee tickets. Bill 272-1467.

It was too early to say whether management or labor won the latest showdown here. The Union succeeded in proving jobs for existing employees, and the papers won the right to eventually reduce their work force through attrition.

The Times published nine pages reviewing events which occurred while it was silent. Among them was a story reporting on the New York Yankees World Series victory. The Times also printed a correction and a crossword puzzle answers from its last edition... on Aug. 9.

The paper said it would begin a special daily section devoted to metropolitan area news and inaugurate a weekly science and education section next week.
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CBCS to feature 1964 season, Ara's first year, in TV movie

by Michael Hildebrandt

Staff Reporter

CBS is planning to bring the 1964 Notre Dame football season on screen in a two-hour movie made for prime time. The production is still in the early development stage and produced before the film, if made, would be next fall.

The originator of this movie scheme is Bob Best, former Notre Dame assistant sports information director and now director of public relations for the Tampa Bay Bucanneers.

A last-minute coup of the movie comes from a chapter (1964 season) of Bob Best's book, "Notre Dame: The Greatest College Football Team," which he wrote with the help of a 600-page manuscript compiled by Tom Pagano, former assistant football coach and current offensive coordinator for the Kansas City Chiefs.

The idea of the '64 season in which Notre Dame went from dormoms the year before to Champs in the national college football. It was Ara Parseghian's first year as Notre Dame head football coach and the dramatic transformation almost conclusively ended with the team winning the national championship.

A last-minute loss to Southern California cost Notre Dame the championship, and a last-minute touchdown by USC in the Orange Bowl against Notre Dame ended the possibilities of the prestigious McArthur Bowl, symbolic of the acceptance of the prestigious Heisman Trophy.

"It was a really incredible year and the movie should be made," Best stated from his office in Tampa.

"Another reason why I thought a movie might be made is that the '64 season was the prelude to the Cinderella team in '68 when Nebraska went to Notre Dame and the students not attending pep rallies were deluged with flowers from their mascot," sophomore Paul Mullaney said.

Herbert Brookd of Titus Productions, a producer of the movie, says that he is interested in the product of his Emmy-winning TV program, "West Point, N.Y.

"I've been told that the hiring of a producer of Mr. Brookd is a big feat that can be made by Mr. Brodkin.

"Mr. Brodkin has hired screenwriter, Mark Medoff, to write a "treatment" for the movie, which is a kind of rough work. It is a treatment in narrative form of the movie and it must be approved before the movie can progress further.

Mr. Medoff, who is head of the drama department at New York University, said: "I don't see any reason why the movie shouldn't be made. Not so much because, but because I think it would be a very dramatic movie like "Brandy's Song.

"He explained his approach. "Essentially, the movie would begin in 1963 with Parseghian and the Notre Dame football, focusing on the period through which he progresses through the '64 season to the loss at Southern California against John Huarte's winning the Heisman Trophy.
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True, Navy was not all that it was cracked up to be. But true, the Michipmon were not all that they were cracked up to be. And true, the Navy did as they pleased.

It appeared to me that the Middies lacked respect for their own team, and that the only insult added to their injury of defeat was imposed upon them by themselves. After all, three-first half turnovers in their own end of the field seemed to say that they would be more than happy to let the Irish do as they please.

And if the Irish did indeed attempt to pour it on in the last quarter, why on earth did they let the Middies in the first place? They could have scored on them. To not even attempt to score is hardly better than a blessing.
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